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Sustainable Blewbury events and activities
SUSTAINABLE BLEWBURY TALKS PROGRAMME:
OUR ENVIRONMENT – OUR COMMUNITY – OUR FUTURE TOGETHER

‘Sustainable Homes for the Future – using natural materials to lock up carbon
and deliver zero carbon houses’, a talk by Ian Pritchett
Monday 31 January 2022 at 20.00, in the Village Hall (doors
open at 19.30). Tickets from the Post Office, or on the door if not
sold out, are £6 including a drink of your choice and nibbles.
Ian Pritchett is Managing Director of multi-award-winning
company Greencore Construction (greencoreconstruction.co.uk).
Who hasn’t questioned the absurdity of building thousands of
new homes out of concrete, steel and petrochemical-based
materials? Often badly constructed, with defective insulation and
poor airtightness, many new homes have a design life of less than
50 years and will end up in landfill as virtually nothing can be
recycled. Ian Pritchett is trying to change all this.
Greencore is a construction company seeking to disrupt the mainstream house-building sector by
building ‘climate positive’ houses and is planning to build at least 500 of these in Oxfordshire over the
next five years.

Chalk Streams
The Blewbury Community Chalk Streams (BCCS) team have been busy visiting
village residents lucky enough to have a stream running through their land
and explaining how they could be best managed for wildlife. Thanks to all
those who have chosen to work with us – we look forward to seeing more of
you in the coming months.
Brown trout have been spotted in our streams this winter and we are working
hard to maintain and improve an environment that enables all our village
wildlife to flourish. We’re delighted to announce that the name of our BCCS
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trout is ‘Tickles’ – the winning entry was picked from 50 names suggested at our launch event in
October. Tickles the Trout mascot is on his way to the lucky winner. We want to thank Blewbury
Primary School for inviting us to talk to the children about our work – they were all delighted to join
“The Stream Team” to help protect and appreciate Blewbury's wonderful chalk streams. If you want to
learn more about our work visit our website: blewburychalkstreams.org.

Repair Cafe
Our next repair cafe will be in the Village Hall at 2 pm on Sunday 13th February. Volunteer experts
have already been recruited to repair your favourite possessions and to sharpen your garden tools.
****

Short Articles
One Action a Month
One Action a Month was a Sustainable Wantage initiative for 2021 to support all those in Wantage,
Grove, surrounding villages and anyone, no matter where they live, who wished to take steps to help
nature, climate and community but weren't sure where to start. Each month – via email – a different
action was suggested that would make a difference, with information about why and how this action
would help the local community. All you had to do was sign up for the emails by completing a form on
the Sustainable Wantage website.
The good news is that they are going to repeat this idea in 2022, but only every two months, so it will
be called ‘One Action’. If you would like to sign up for the 2022 emails, you can sign-up here. You can
unsubscribe at any time.
And if you would like to read the advice and ideas given in 2021, click on the links below.
January: Cut down on food waste
February: Save energy while keeping warm
March: Go local and seasonal with your veg
shopping
April: Make your garden a home for pollinators
May: Think before you buy
June: Get involved in looking after our green spaces

July: Take one non-car journey this month
August: Make your garden a home for birds
September: Make your money work for the
planet
October: Help our hedgehogs
November: Green up your Christmas
Jo Lakeland

Sir Martin Wood
Sir Martin Wood died on 23 November 2021. You can read an
interesting obituary by Georgina Ferry at tinyurl.com/4m9zwcad.
In the 1950s, when he was working as an engineer in physics
research at the Clarendon Laboratory of Oxford University he
started to work with some of the first, very powerful
superconducting magnets*. Around 1980 his magnets allowed
Prof. Peter Mansfield (a Univ. of Nottingham physicist) to build
the first MRI scanners, which were then commercialised by the
Oxford University spin-out company Oxford Instruments
(oxinst.com), founded by Martin and his wife Audrey in their
garden shed.
MRI scanners have had a revolutionary effect on medicine. They make detailed, high-resolution threedimensional images of what’s happening inside your body without using harmful radiation such as Xrays (which are the basis of CT scanners). MRI is now used all over the world for medical research and
diagnosis. Oxford Instruments’ magnet factory was eventually sold to Siemens who could support a
*

Superconducting magnets use special metal coils that conduct electricity with no electrical resistance
at all when cooled to very low temperatures, typically about that of liquid helium, 4 Kelvin (–269°C).
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global business in MRI scanners. Siemens builds MRI magnets in Eynsham. The special
superconducting niobium–titanium alloys and cables used in the magnets were developed at the
Rutherford High Energy Laboratory (now the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory), next to Harwell, for
use in particle physics experiments, including experiments that I worked on before I retired.
In addition, there is also a local, environmental side.
In 1967 Sir Martin and Audrey, both passionate
about nature, endowed the Northmoor Trust, to
provide education in wildlife and countryside
management. It is now known as the Earth Trust
and owns 1,200 acres on the banks of the Thames
near the village of Little Wittenham. The land is
managed for regenerative farming and a highquality wildlife habitat, open to the public. See
earthtrust.org.uk. The Earth Trust’s wildlife-rich
green spaces include the iconic Wittenham Clumps
and 500 ha of farmland, woodland and wetlands.
View towards Day's Lock from the Wittenham Clumps
The Trust’s passion for quality and accessible green
spaces is shared through events and engagement activities, award-winning volunteers and a thriving
young people’s environmental education project.
The Woods also endowed a further charity, the Sylva Foundation (sylva.org.uk), to promote
stewardship of woodland and the sustainable use of timber. The Sylva Foundation was co-founded by
Martin with Dr Gabriel Hemery in 2009.
Eric Eisenhandler

UK support for smaller-scale nuclear fusion
This item was triggered by the short BBC News video mentioned below.
The basic concept of fusion reactions is to force two atoms of light elements, such as hydrogen,
helium or boron, close enough together so that the strong nuclear force in their nuclei will pull them
together into one larger atom. The resulting nucleus will have a slightly smaller mass than the sum of
their original masses. The difference in mass is released as energy, according to Einstein's famous
mass-energy equivalence formula E = mc2.
Fusion is the power source of the sun and stars. It is also the reaction used for the hydrogen bomb, in
which the fusion is triggered by a nuclear fission explosion. The goal is to produce fusion reactions in a
controlled way that might replace burning of fossil fuels to generate electricity. Fusion is potentially
much safer and cleaner than the nuclear fission reactions used in current nuclear power stations.
The favoured atoms are usually the rarer and heavier isotopes of hydrogen,
deuterium and tritium, which in addition to hydrogen’s one proton have either
one or two neutrons in their nuclei, respectively. For example, fusing deuterium
with tritium produces a helium nucleus and a neutron, plus energy, as shown in
the diagram.
The UK supports fusion research because the amount of power that could be
generated by a fusion reaction is potentially much greater than that available
from nuclear fission, and unlike fission the radioactive waste from fusion would
not remain dangerous for thousands of years. Fusion processes require a
confined environment with extremely high temperature and pressure, for
example in machines called tokamaks.

Nuclear fusion. 'MeV' shows
where energy is released.

Early attempts at harnessing nuclear fusion started in the 1950s at the UKAEA’s
Harwell Laboratory. Activity moved to the European JET project at Culham, and there is now a global
project to build the huge, long-term, and very expensive Iter project (iter.org) at Cadarache in the
Rhone Valley of France. I won’t attempt a full description of all of this here, nor go into progress on an
alternative approach called inertial confinement fusion using the world’s most powerful lasers at the
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Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Chilton as well as the National Ignition Facility in California. There is
a concise, short article summarising the overall fusion situation here: tinyurl.com/474cd6vc.
In addition to huge, multi-national projects, there are some innovative companies working on much
smaller scales, with some government support. On 1 October the government published its strategy
for the UK to be a world leader in fusion by setting out how it aims to leverage scientific, commercial
and international leadership to enable the delivery of fusion energy. This includes support for small,
innovative companies. A variety of government documents is at tinyurl.com/28fnnc9y.
A recent BBC TV news item and short video focused on one of these
smaller-scale initiatives, by a local company called Tokamak Energy
(tinyurl.com/9ydy36xw). Justin Rowlatt’s rather gushy presentation, filmed
at Tokamak Energy’s nearby Milton Park HQ, also mentioned the word
‘inexpensive’ when it was shown on TV. As a sceptical old scientist I have
serious doubts about the ultimate cost of fusion (and I would like to be
proven wrong). At least they are not using the phrase ‘too cheap to meter’
that was used many years ago regarding electricity from nuclear fission.
But Tokamak Energy’s prototype fusion machine, now being developed, is
not aimed to operate until at least 2030, and so far there is little to show.
Work on the alternative approach of inertial confinement fusion is being
done by another small company called First Light Fusion, located in
Yarnton, near Oxford (firstlightfusion.com).
The difficulty and slow progress of these projects continue to justify the old joke about when fusion
might become a viable energy source for generating clean electricity by always saying that it’s 30 years
in the future. That still seems to be the case because after these projects have concluded what will be
needed is a demonstration of how usable electricity could be generated at a sensible cost as
renewables continue to become cheaper.
****

Longer Articles
Cosy Homes Oxfordshire
by Jo Lakeland
In the UK roughly 21% of our carbon emissions comes from the energy used to heat and power our
homes. (This figure changes from year to year if for example many of us switch to home working).
Improving the energy performance of our homes is a key part of the puzzle in cutting harmful carbon
emissions in an affordable way.
We are swamped with information about the numbers of new houses being built, but higher
standards for all dwellings are needed if we are to reduce both the amount of energy wasted and our
national carbon footprint.
New housing should be relatively easy to tackle, because higher standards could be built into their
design, but what about retrofit of all the older houses we live in today? I found a range of conflicting
detail about when the houses we still live in had been constructed, but the information below for the
period pre-1900 to 2019 is fairly typical and may be rather surprising. Please note that the bar chart
and data table have been produced from an average of available information. The columns in the
chart below represents construction periods rather than equal periods of time..
The bars of the chart add up to about 25 million non-new dwellings in England. The highest number
are in the pre-1914 column, and although the number may not be exact, it does mean that about 20%
of us live in houses built before the first world war (not many houses would have been built during
either world war), and 76% of us live in houses built before 1980. It is estimated that 80% of these
houses will still be occupied in 2050.
A few of the remaining pre-WW1 houses are charming, thatched cottages, but far more are Victorian
or Edwardian cottages for farm workers and the endless terraces built for industrial workers (solid
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brick walls, solid floors, zero insulation). Housing standards improved in the inter-war years (the
idealistic era of the first new towns like Letchworth), but some of the 1945–64 period pre-fabs are still
inhabited. This is also the era of the second wave of hastily built post-WWII new towns in the 50s and
60s. Cavity walls, but no cavity wall insulation and only 10 cm depth of loft insulation. I remember the
badly fitting metal window frames and single-glazed windows in Harlow’s 1950s and 60s freezing
council houses!
Newer houses are better insulated but are not up to the standards required in 2021.

Age of dwellings in England in 2019 (numbers in 1000s)
Period of
construction
Pre-1914*
1919–1939
1945–1964
1965–1980
1981–1999
2000–2019

Number
of years
29
20
19
15
18
19

Number of
dwellings (1000s)
5050
4250
4700
5250
3150
2800

Totals

25,200

Percentage of
total
20%
17%
19%
21%
13%
11%

Number per
year (1000s)
174
213
247
350
175
147
Average per
year: 210

Pre-1980
19,250
76%
* In order to calculate the number of dwellings built per year I had to make an assumption about the
length of the pre-1914 construction period. I decided to assume that the majority of Industrial
Revolution construction started in 1885 (but I admit I am no historian). It is interesting to note that if
the number of dwellings is expressed as thousands of dwellings built per year for each construction
period this number has decreased steadily since 1980.
These non-new dwellings could be divided into two categories: a few people live in very old houses
but many people are in late 19th or 20th century houses. Very old houses often need specialist
techniques and materials. There are companies who can improve the energy efficiency and reduce the
carbon footprint of our less grand homes, but exactly how? Where do we go for advice? Who can we
trust?

Unsuccessful government schemes
The government has now had two ineffective, failed schemes to help people retrofit existing houses:
the Green Deal was badly misconceived, and more recently the Green Homes Grants scheme had to
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be ended early, with disastrously low take-up and very badly run: see tinyurl.com/2thp3mwh for what
Parliament’s Public Accounts Committee thought of it, and also tinyurl.com/mrxk4r42.
Oxfordshire has an organisation that can help: Cosy Homes Oxfordshire, launched in 2019 to help
make homes across Oxfordshire more energy efficient – reducing their energy use – and at the same
time improving the comfort and health of residents. It is not a cheap solution – Cosy Homes uses a
“whole house” approach where experts assess and discuss your needs, produce a Whole House Plan,
get quotes from suitable contractors, manage the retrofit works and check the work has been
delivered as expected.

The retrofits usually aim at improving insulation sufficiently to make it worthwhile to install an airsource heat pump, but you can discuss the plan with your co-ordinator and decide exactly how much
you want done, or how much you can afford to do. The process is detailed in the diagram above and
on the Cosy Homes website, cosyhomesoxfordshire.org.

Personal recommendations
Friends of mine who live in a 1960s house are part-way through the Cosy Homes process and they are
delighted with it. It will be expensive (Cosy Homes’ whole house plans are likely to cost between
£10,000 and £25,000, not including an air-source heat pump) They said that the Cosy Homes
supervision of the retrofit work being done gave them the confidence to have extensive work done,
and they are pleased with the results.
Another friend lives in a very different house: a very old listed building. He says his project is
progressing very slowly because retrofitting an old building is quite a challenge, and if he did
everything that was in the initial report (including internal insulation of external walls and double
glazing throughout) it would be extremely disruptive and very expensive. But he was expecting that,
and has decided which parts of the plan he wants done. He is going to internally double-glaze his
windows by using magnetic internal inserts tailored to individual windows. He has decided to wait a
few years for air-source heat pump technology to improve (and become less expensive: it was £30k
for a complete system including larger radiators). He is going to insulate inside an attic roof and Cosy
Homes are going to help him try to get planning permission for solar panels on one of his roof slopes.
His verdict: “They have provided motivation that something needs to be done. They have provided
roughly costed suggestions. They are offering a follow-up project management system which I have
yet to experience. They have got me started on a lengthy programme of improvement.”

New free software
An attractive free software introduction to retrofitting your home is provided by the Cosy Homes
Oxfordshire Plan Builder Tool at cosyhomesoxfordshire.org. You begin by “enter your post code to
access information for your own home, update it if needed, then develop your very own plan for how
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to make your home more comfortable, greener and cheaper to run.” You will learn a lot about what
might be possible to do to improve the energy efficiency and comfort of your home, and can choose
to go no further, or to get in touch with the Cosy Homes team.
****

Hedges, hedge laying and training course
by John Ogden
Hedgerows are a distinctive feature of the British countryside, particularly in areas of livestock
farming. Estimates vary but it is believed that across the country there may be as much as a million
kilometres of hedge creating not just field boundaries but adding up to our largest nature reserve, a
haven and source of food for birds, mammals and insects, providing them with safe corridors. The
classic British hedge is composed of hawthorn and blackthorn interspersed with trees such as ash,
elm, and field maple but in practice hedgerows, often ancient, contain a huge variety of species.
Traditionally the care of hedges has involved cutting them back to approximately four feet in height
every autumn. This was done by hand, a time consuming and laborious process. Hedges that were left
uncut would soon grow to become gappy, no longer acting as effective barriers for cattle and sheep.
The traditional remedy was for the hedge to be laid, or ‘pleached’, with hazel stakes inserted every
cubit, equal to a man’s forearm, with long hazel ‘binders’ woven between the stakes. The pleaching,
cutting through the uprights of the hedge to 80% or more of its circumference, seems drastic at first
sight, but the hedge will survive and the laid hedge, staked and bound, reverts to being a strong and
effective field boundary.
For several decades following the second world
war, hedges were neglected or even dug out to
create larger fields and hedge care was neglected as
a cost saving. The tide is beginning to turn and
hedge laying has seen something of a resurgence in
the past few decades. It is to be hoped that a shift
in agricultural subsidies towards environmental
care will sustain momentum. Today, the National
Hedge Laying Association supports the craft and
some quite different regional styles, of which there
are more than ten, ranging from the almost
Hedge laid at Blewbury allotments, 2020
horizontal pleaching practised in Devon where field
boundaries are characterised by raised banks on which the hedge is planted, to the particularly sturdy
midlands, or bullock style, designed for a cattle farming landscape, can be seen.
Over the past five or six years Sustainable Blewbury has supported a group of villagers in acquiring and
practising these skills. We follow the midlands style and have now laid over a kilometre of hedge in
and around Blewbury, starting at Tickers Folly field, around the cemetery, along Coffin Way, at the
Sustainable Blewbury’s permaculture orchard-garden on Woodway Road. The team has now achieved

Hedge on south side of the field, before being laid

Instruction about tools (Clive in red check)
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a good standard of skill in this ancient craft – perhaps not yet to competition standard but the hedges
have thrived, regrowth has been excellent and it has been noticeable that raptors have increased in
numbers implying that the hedge laying has succeeded in improving the habitat for small mammals.

Training
The support provided by Sustainable Blewbury (SB) has included the provision of high-quality tools,
axes and billhooks and particularly training. This year we funded two days of training and hands-on
guidance by applying to the Transition Network to fund the costs of employing a professional trainer.
We were notified in December 2020 that our application for £500 to include two training days had
been approved.

Selection of the trainer
We approached two organisations, the local Earth Trust in Little Wittenham and the National Hedge
Laying Association, for recommendations and both agreed that in our locality the appropriate person
was Clive Leeke, who regularly runs courses in traditional countryside skills. Clive, after graduating
from agricultural college, worked as an agricultural contractor but found that much of his work
involved what he increasingly felt to be environmentally unsustainable activities, particularly the
grubbing up of hedges to enable larger fields in the move towards ‘prairie style’ arable farming
practice in the late decades of the last century.
Today he offers training in hedge laying, coppicing, hurdle making, Austrian scything, wildflower
meadow management and more; see theoldfarmyard.co.uk. A condition of the Transition Network
grant was that the funds should be spent by the end of September 2021.

The trainees
The group who assembled for the training course were a mixed bunch, ranging from a lorry driver to a
project engineer, even an opera singer! Altogether there were nine on the course. All had some
experience, having joined the SB group at some stage during the previous winter but all were agreed
on the need for skilled professional training to enhance skills.

Pleaching

Instruction about stakes

The location
The site chosen was the field on Woodway Road developed by SB over the past 11 years as a
permaculture project. The hedge bordering the south and west boundaries had been planted at the
outset as a mixed, double-line hedge, predominantly hawthorn which is the archetypal British
hedgerow variety. At approximately three metres height it was just mature enough to benefit from
laying which would also strengthen the hedge base and provide an improved habitat for wildlife.

The craft of hedge laying
There are a variety of regional styles of hedge laying. Each requires as the first step for the vertical
limbs to be pleached, i.e. to be cut through to 80% and then bent down at an angle, though different
styles utilise different angles of bending. Stakes, usually of hazel and 2m in height, are then driven in
at a distance of one cubit, or forearm. Finally, binders, again of hazel but 4m or so in length, are woven
between the stakes to lock the entire hedge together and it is in the methods of binding that the main
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distinctions between the regional styles become apparent. We practise the ‘midlands’ style which was
developed particularly for mixed agricultural environments but particularly where the final laid hedge
had to be strong and resistant to animal damage.
It is by definition a craft developed following the enclosure movement of the 18th century and was
widely practised until the 1940s but has since declined dramatically – it is very consuming of time and
labour – but determined groups around the country are keeping the traditions alive and are doing so
successfully as the popularity of the National Championships testifies. Our group in Blewbury are part
of this resurgence and this training funded by the Transition Network has greatly enhanced skill levels.

The training
Although rain was forecast it held off and enabled two days, each of seven hours. Clive began with:
Checking first-aid facilities, tools and stakes and binders – all found favour.
‘Reading’ the hedge to determine the method and approach.
Demonstrating the method of pleaching.
He then split the students into work groups of two or three and took each to a different start point,
subsequently moving between each group to give one-to-one training in technique. This occupied
much of the first day with staking being introduced at an early stage and much emphasis placed on the
importance of staking and the correct angle. Day 2 was largely a repeat but with more critical
attention to pleaching. The group learned the various benefits of using billhooks and axes and much

Putting in a stake

Binding

time was spent on the merits of various tools and their care and upkeep. Finally, Clive taught binding:
weaving binders between the posts, starting a fresh binder at each post and imparting twist so that
the finished result was immensely strong.

Laid hedge on the west side of the field

Laid hedge on the south side of the field

In terms of raising skills, team building and the simple pleasure of working together to practise a
traditional country craft, the training was considered by all to have been a success. Critically, Clive
delivered the judgement that the Blewbury hedge laying group were operating at a good standard.
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A lot was achieved and the group are grateful to Transition Network for the opportunity. We have
passed details of Transition Network for Clive to give to other groups.
Photos by Eric Eisenhandler

Laid hedge on the west side of the field
*****

The UK’s nuclear power situation and strategy, an update
by Eric Eisenhandler
In our Newsletter No. 40 more than a year ago I described the UK
situation regarding nuclear power. There have been some
developments since then, which I will summarise here.
Nuclear power is low carbon, not no carbon. Mining of uranium,
purifying it, enriching it and dealing with the radioactive waste all
emit carbon, and decommissioning old reactors (such as the UK’s
first-generation Magnox reactors) is a very long, and increasingly
expensive task. Nuclear power can only be regarded as no carbon
when it is actually being generated; it is definitely not renewable.

Is nuclear needed in a grid dominated by renewables?
Offshore wind electricity costs less
One big issue is whether we actually need nuclear power, with its
than half as much as nuclear
long construction times and costs that frequently run out of
control. Even with a huge amount of offshore wind power and other renewables (such as onshore
wind and solar) there will be times, as in September 2021, when there isn’t enough wind to provide
the UK’s electricity, so some flexible power sources, which can be turned on and off at short notice,
are needed. The government has recently gone back to an old line that nuclear provides always-on
baseline power. But nuclear is very inflexible: it normally runs best flat-out even when we don’t
necessarily need it, and nuclear electricity is expensive. The National Grid says it does not need
nuclear power but will eventually have sufficient storage in batteries and other facilities (for example
international interconnections) to fill in the intermittent gaps in a flexible way.

There is an argument that always-on nuclear power could be used to make hydrogen when it isn’t
needed for immediate generation. The hydrogen might be used for heavy vehicles, home heating,
energy storage, and other applications that don’t lend themselves to battery power. The efficiency of
using electricity to make a fuel that is then burned, used in homes, or used to generate more
electricity seems dubious, quite likely expensive and is controversial.
Part of this argument hangs on the total amount of electricity that will be needed in the UK – the
government is assuming that with huge numbers of electric cars and widely expanded use of heat
pumps the required amount of electricity will roughly double. Other advanced countries say they will
‘build back better’ and don’t agree. They think that the electricity demands will not rise dramatically
due to improved energy conservation (houses that are insulated better, more efficient appliances,
etc.) and a shift to more use of public transport, bicycles, etc. and less use of private cars.
In the 1970s and 80s the UK prediction was that, by early in the 21st century, our electricity
consumption would have doubled, but it didn’t and in fact it dropped by 15% due to more efficient
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appliances. At present appliances continue to improve, and we are in the middle of the LED revolution
in lighting. (My own house now uses much less electricity than in the past, with better appliances and
lighting that uses just over one-tenth the electricity that it used to.)

What UK nuclear power will still be operating a few years from now?
As discussed in my earlier article, some of the UK’s remaining second-generation AGRs (Advanced GasCooled Reactors) (all now on extended lifetimes) have had problems with cracking graphite bricks, and
their owner, EDF, has decided to turn off more AGRs than they planned to. That leaves the UK with
seven usable AGRs, plus one modern pressurised-water reactor at Sizewell B that will continue to run
for many years. The operating AGR reactors are often off for safety checks or maintenance and the
nuclear contribution to the UK’s electricity has dropped from about 20% to more like 16%.
The one new project already underway is still Hinkley Point C (HPC), being built by a 2/3 – 1/3
collaboration of EDF (84% owned by the French government) and China General Nuclear (CGN, owned
by the Chinese government, now a sore point in the UK) with a claimed starting date of 2026. HPC’s
cost is now estimated at about £22 Bn. Sloppy journalists sometimes refer to THE Hinkley Point
reactor but there are actually two. Each is designed to generate about 1.6 megawatts; these would be
the most expensive power reactors ever built. After several years of construction, news items tacitly
but perhaps wrongly assume that they will work and be roughly on time and on budget.

Performance record of the EPR reactor design
The HPC reactors are EPRs (‘Evolutionary’, originally called ‘European’, Pressurised Reactors), a design
that is claimed to be more efficient, use less fuel and be safer than existing third-generation reactors
like the UK’s newest working reactor, Sizewell B.
EPR’s have a truly terrible track record. In addition to Hinkley Point, there are just four EPRs in the
world, but there won’t be any more. Because their cost was very high the EPR design was not bought
widely, and now EDF claims to have a newer, simpler and cheaper design.
The first EPR, at Olkiluoto in Finland, started
construction in 2005, and was due to be running
by 2009. Although it is 12 years late, it is built and
fuelled up, but is still not running. It was supposed
to start in February 2022 but full operation has
now been delayed to June. EDF’s partner on the
project, Siemens, pulled out long ago, and EDF’s
French engineering partner Areva went bankrupt,
leaving multiple lawsuits between the Finnish
utility and EDF. The cost of the project has more
than tripled.

Olkiluoto EPR

The second EPR, at Flamanville (near Cherbourg, France) began construction in 2007, and was
supposed to be completed by 2012. Last year the start-up date was said to be the end of 2022. But it is
still not completely built, with multiple delays, most recently due to unsafe welds. The reactor vessel’s
top and bottom forgings were made with faulty steel alloy and may have to be rebuilt and replaced
after a few years of operation. Fixing this may be too complex and costly to do, and the cost of the
reactor seems to have so far roughly quintupled.
The other two EPRs are in Taishan, China and will be discussed below.
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Hinkley Point C finances
A major problem is that although nuclear power stations are relatively
inexpensive to operate, their main cost is the capital construction,
which of course must be paid for before any electricity has been
generated. The capital cost of HPC is coming from EDF and CGN. For
HPC, a deal with the UK government in 2013 guaranteed they would be
paid £92.50 per megawatt-hour generated, indexed for inflation over
35 years of operation. At the time, that was about double the
wholesale price of electricity (this was before dramatic drops in the
cost of offshore wind power to around £40 per megawatt-hour), and it
was estimated that it might end up costing the UK public about £30 Bn
to subsidise electricity generated by HPC over its operating lifetime.
The huge cost increases of Olkiluoto and Flamanville caused immense
financial damage to EDF, which had to be bailed out by the French
government. Many influential figures both inside and outside of EDF
were opposed to proceeding with HPC in the UK, but were overruled.

Problem at Taishan

Hinkley Point C

Taishan (in southern China) has two EPRs.
Although they began construction later than
Flamanville, they have operated since late in
2018 and 2019, respectively. Both were
completed late and over budget, but it’s not easy
to find out by how much or why. Although
Taishan 2 is currently operating (it’s the only EPR
actually running), Taishan 1 has recently been
turned off after operating for 19 months, due to
a leak of radioactive gas. There are few details
Taishan 1 and 2
regarding how serious this is or what it says
about the reactor design, but there are claims that unexpected vibrations have damaged the fuel
assemblies. See tinyurl.com/rdjhaasy (The Times, paywall; a free, accessible version can be found on
page 15 of nuClear News edition 136 at tinyurl.com/2p8fckup).
An article from June this year at tinyurl.com/mr86tj37 claims to have more details. It says: “After 19
months of operation, the reactor is experiencing structural failure in the first ‘defense-in-depth’ barrier,
the thin-walled steel tubes that clad 60,000 stacks of enriched uranium pellets. The cracking is
releasing radioactivity from the uranium fission process into the reactor’s pressurized cooling water
system. That Taishan is still operating raises questions about Électricité de France’s global marketing of
nuclear power plants and China’s safety policy.”
The full diagnosis, seriousness and implications of this problem for the other EPRs, including of course
HPC (and SZC, see below), are not yet known or publicised by EDF.

Sizewell C (SZC)
EDF (with a 20% share by CGN) has proposed to build what is essentially a copy of Hinkley Point C at
Sizewell, in Suffolk. They claim that as they are copying an
existing project the cost should be lower and they can also
take advantage of lessons learnt at Hinkley Point.
However, the electricity cost would still be about two and
a half times the cost of offshore wind power (which in turn
costs more than solar or onshore wind), and the SZC
timescale of about ten years is much longer than
renewables.
Stop Sizewell C protest

Sizewell C has not yet been granted planning approval, but
a decision is due to be announced in spring 2022. There is
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strong local opposition (stopsizewellc.org). This is a fragile, eroding coast, sea-level rise due to climate
change might cause unforeseen problems, and there is concern about possible damage to the RSPB’s
biggest nature reserve, Minsmere, which is nearby.

Regulated Asset Base (RAB) financing for SZC
EDF also needed a different funding model, as they are no longer able to foot the bill (at least £20 Bn)
for the huge capital cost of SZC. A new method called RAB (regulated asset base) has been proposed
by the UK government. In this model, UK taxpayers help pay the capital cost of construction, and share
the risk. It is hoped that this might also offer a way to get the Chinese company CGN out of the
project.
A possible risk of financing the project in this way has been shown by nuclear reactors that had been
under construction in the US (by Westinghouse, not EDF). Their costs went out of control and they had
to be aborted, so billions of dollars of public money went down the drain when construction of the
reactors was terminated without finishing.

Small modular reactors?
The creation of the Rolls Royce Small Modular Reactor (SMR) business was announced following a
£195 M cash injection from private firms and a £210 M grant from the government. See
tinyurl.com/mt8emsn8 for the official details. These reactors might be less expensive to build and
safer, as much of the construction work would be done in a factory rather than on-site. Rolls Royce
has experience of building small reactors to power nuclear submarines. For more details, see for
example tinyurl.com/2p8jrfud.
Rolls Royce SMR said one of its ‘small’ power stations would occupy about one tenth of the area of a
conventional nuclear plant – the equivalent footprint of two football pitches – and would power
approximately one million homes. Each reactor would generate 470 megawatts of power. Note that
470 MW is not really a ‘small’ reactor; the UK’s first-generation Magnox reactors were mostly about
200 MW. Ultimately, the consortium hopes to build on an initial run of five SMRs, the first of which
could possibly go online by 2031, to create a multibillion-pound stable of 16 SMRs around the country.
To quote from our newsletter no. 40: “Nuclear power
reactors have become bigger, not smaller because
there are economies in building things bigger. There
seems to be no evidence that SMRs would greatly
reduce the current very high cost of nuclear power;
we don’t know the cost of the nuclear reactors in
submarines; what we do know is that these
submarines have been, and are, very expensive.
There is no evidence to back claims that there would
be a substantial global market for SMRs.”

Rolls-Royce SMR conceptual image

Greenpeace’s chief scientist Dr Doug Parr said SMRs were still more expensive than renewable
technologies and added there was “still no solution to dispose of the radioactive waste they leave
behind and no consensus on where they should be located. … The immediate deadline for action is
sharp cuts in emissions by 2030, and small reactors will have no role in that.”
Friends of the Earth’s head of policy, Mike Childs, said government support should be “aimed at
developing the UK’s substantial renewable resources, such as offshore wind, tidal and solar, and
boosting measures to help householders cut energy waste.”
The National Infrastructure Commission’s chief economist James Richardson warned that the nuclear
industry has failed to deliver on technological promises in the past. “You have to have a degree of
caution with new nuclear technology,” he said. “We have been promised things time and time again
and typically the industry tends to be more expensive and take longer than planned. … SMRs are not
going to help in the next decade because they are just not available. By the time they turn up we can
see if they are still cost effective or if renewables have gone beyond.”
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UK Energy Research Centre director Jim Watson agreed, and added that the electric power sector aims
to be decarbonised before SMRs can be deployed. “I would also be cautious; we need to remember
that 2030 is when we need to have decarbonised our power system by and I think there is a limit to
which nuclear can help deliver that. We don’t know what the real cost of these SMRs are. History does
make us cautious.”
Rolls Royce SMR does not plan to use RAB finance. This is a new design, and we simply don’t yet know
enough about estimated costs, timescales or reliability. A guess seems to be two billion pounds for a
470 MW reactor, less expensive than EDF’s reactors but still much dearer than renewables.
*****
The Sustainable Blewbury newsletter is produced and edited by Jo Lakeland and Eric Eisenhandler.
Opinions expressed are our own.
We would be delighted to include more articles written by YOU in this newsletter.
In more normal times we have a wide-ranging programme of activities in and around the village.
We are carrying on with as many as possible of our regular activities while adhering to the current
Covid restrictions and advice. Participating is fun and can make positive contributions to village life
and to our local environment as well as assisting in the fight against global climate change.
If you’d like to get involved, or to receive this free bimonthly Newsletter, email us at
info@sustainable-blewbury.org.uk or phone John at 01235 850372.
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